Otoacoustic emissions (OAEs) are faint sounds generated by healthy inner ears that provide a window into the study of auditory mechanics. All vertebrate classes exhibit OAEs to varying degrees, yet the biophysical origins are still not well understood. Here, we analyzed both spontaneous (SOAE) and stimulus-frequency (SFOAE) otoacoustic emissions from a bird (barn owl, Tyto alba) and a lizard (green anole, Anolis carolinensis). These species possess highly disparate macromorphologies of the inner ear relative to each other and to mammals, thereby allowing for novel insights into the biomechanical mechanisms underlying OAE generation. All ears exhibited robust OAE activity, and our chief observation was that SFOAE phase accumulation between adjacent SOAE peak frequencies clustered about an integral number of cycles. Being highly similar to published results from human ears, we argue that these data indicate a common underlying generator mechanism of OAEs across all vertebrates, despite the absence of morphological features thought essential to mammalian cochlear mechanics. We suggest that otoacoustic emissions originate from phase coherence in a system of coupled oscillators, which is consistent with the notion of "coherent reflection" but does not explicitly require a mammalian-type traveling wave. Furthermore, comparison between SFOAE delays and auditory nerve fiber responses for the barn owl strengthens the notion that most OAE delay can be attributed to tuning. cochlear mechanics | hair cells | otoacoustic emissions | coupled oscillators | phase coherence
N umerous fundamental biophysical questions regarding cochlear mechanics remain unanswered, such as the relative dominance between viscous and inertial fluid forces affecting the stimulation of hair cells and the longitudinal coupling between them (1, 2). These aspects, combined with relative experimental inaccessibility, have led to much uncertainty with regard to the micromechanics at work in the organ of Corti, and thereby precisely how auditory information is initially peripherally encoded (i.e., forward transduction). One area in which there is broad agreement, however, is the notion of an "active" ear: A nonlinear amplification mechanism(s) (i.e., reverse transduction) boosts detection of low-level sounds and compresses a wide range of sound intensities into a narrower range of vibration magnitude (3) . One manifestation of this process is the existence of otoacoustic emissions (OAEs), sounds measurable noninvasively in the external ear canal using a sensitive microphone (4) . Because only healthy ears tend to emit, OAEs have had a significant clinical impact (e.g., pediatric audiology). Emissions can arise spontaneously (SOAEs) or be evoked by an external stimulus. In fact, SOAEs are commonly pointed to as salient evidence for active amplification, especially given their connections to perception such as "rippling" in audiograms (threshold microstructure), indicative of localized changes in detection thresholds (5, 6) . SOAEs are, however, idiosyncratic in nature: Not all mammalian species have them, whereas several nonmammalian classes such as lizards exhibit robust activity. Humans have a high incidence of SOAEs, although some (healthy) ears have them but others do not. So, although SOAEs are not required per se for sensitive hearing, they provide a powerful and noninvasive means to study the function of the inner ear.
A common thread through vertebrate OAEs studies is that of an active oscillator, typically a stereovillar hair cell, acting as the essential transducer (3, (7) (8) (9) (10) . A comprehensive theory for SOAE generation across vertebrates is lacking, however, because knowledge of hair cell physiology has not yet been well connected to the collective behavior of the system as a whole. Vertebrate ears contain anywhere from 50 to 20,000 hair cells, all coupled together to varying degrees. Two different, and seemingly diametric, theoretical approaches explaining SOAEs have emerged. One model class considers the ear as a system of coupled nonlinear oscillators exhibiting a limit cycle (3, (11) (12) (13) . Typically, these models are "local" in that a given oscillator is only directly coupled to its nearest neighbors. The other class focuses predominantly on the mammalian cochlea (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) , where "global" coupling between elements arises from the hydromechanics that give rise to wave mechanics. One salient example is the standing wave model (16) , where the peak of the traveling wave and stapes act as the two reflecting boundaries with a nonuniform gain medium in between, somewhat akin to a laser. That study predicted and verified interrelationships between spontaneous and evoked OAEs. Furthermore, acknowledging that nonmammalian ears exhibit different mechanics, Shera (16) proposed that the appearance of "standing waves" need not necessarily depend upon traveling waves along the basilar Significance Healthy ears not only detect sound but can emit it as well. These sounds can occur either spontaneously and continuously or in response to acoustic stimulation. Evoked emissions are increasingly used as clinical diagnostic tools. The mechanisms underlying their generation, however, are incompletely understood. In particular, otoacoustic emissions occur in a wide variety of species, from frogs to humans, suggesting basic, shared principles. Here, we analyzed both spontaneous and evoked otoacoustic emissions from a bird and a lizard. We relate these data to those from humans and suggest that otoacoustic emissions originate from similar biomechanical principles despite gross differences in the underlying anatomy of the ear.
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Embargoed until 3PM ET Monday publication week of membrane (BM) but could arise via other mechanisms that create appropriate phase differences (e.g., delays due to tuning). Motivated by the uncertain role of BM traveling waves in nonmammals, our present goal was to exploit the large morphological differences that exist across vertebrate ears (20) to gain quantitative insight into SOAE generation mechanisms.
Here we focus on two different nonmammalian species: a bird, the barn owl, and a lizard, the green anole. Both species exhibit robust OAE activity (21) (22) (23) (24) (25) . The barn owl (Tyto alba), is known for its remarkable ability to hunt by auditory cues alone (26) . The peripheral auditory morphology, neurophysiology, and psychophysics of this species have been well characterized (27) (28) (29) (30) . Owl auditory nerve fiber (ANF) responses show average frequency tuning but have remarkably high phase-locking capabilities extending out to 10 kHz (31) . Furthermore, the tonotopic map along the basilar papilla (in contrast to the mammalian organ of Corti) is nonexponential, with representation of higher frequencies (5-10 kHz) greatly expanded. The role of BM waves is unknown in owls, although data from pigeons are suggestive of their existence in birds (32) . The inner ear of lizards is profoundly different from that of both humans and barn owls. In anoles, the short auditory papilla (∼0.5 mm) contains ∼150 hair cells and has no overlying tectorial membrane over the SOAEproducing cells (33) . Bundle orientations for hair cells in a given radial cross-section are arranged in a self-opposing fashion. Furthermore, there is ample evidence indicating a lack of a traveling wave on the BM (34, 35) . In this study, we systematically explored interrelationships within individual ears between SOAEs and stimulus frequency emissions (SFOAEs), the simplest type of evoked emission via a single low-level stimulus tone (15) . In short, we found that important OAE characteristics are shared between the two species and with published data from humans. This we interpret as revealing generic features of the underlying active processes.
Results
Recording of OAEs is relatively straightforward, because the acoustic measurements chiefly require only light anesthesia (to prevent movement) and a sensitive microphone (Methods). To illustrate the general nature of the results, Fig. 1 focuses on data from a single barn owl ear. Similar data from another owl and lizard (i.e., Anolis) are included in Figs. S1 and S2, illustrating the degree of intersubject variability. All animals tested showed SOAE activity, usually apparent as a rippling pattern atop the microphone noise floor. In the majority of ears, at least one or more large distinct peaks were also observed. For example, the owl ear shown in Fig. 1A (black trace) was determined to have 12 SOAE peaks. Typically we observed SOAE activity up to ∼11-12 kHz in the owl and ∼5-6 kHz in the anole. Altogether, 115 peaks were identified across 15 unique owl ears, with center frequencies ranging from 3.1 to 10.6 kHz. The mean interpeak spacing for owls using this approach was 0:45 ± 0:24 kHz (mean ± SD). Dynamic properties of SOAE peaks typically indicated the presence of self-sustained sinusoids and not filtered noise (Figs. S3 and S4; human data are also included in Fig. S5 for comparison) (16, 24, 36) . SOAE peaks from the owl were relatively noisy, however, possibly partly related to muscular activity such as heart beat (37) .
The pressure measured in response to an external (probe) tone had two salient features when swept across frequency at a constant level. First, there was a strong oscillatory pattern to the microphone pressure at the probe frequency (red curves in Fig. 1A ), indicative of interference between the tone and the relatively delayed emission evoked from the ear (15, 23, 38, 39) . Frequency regions demonstrating greater interference typically exhibited robust SOAE activity ( Fig. 1A and Figs. S1A and S2). Second, tones created a localized suppressive effect of SOAE activity (Fig. 1B) (6) .
To measure SFOAEs, swept tones were presented in two different conditions (15, 40, 41) : a single probe tone alone, or with the addition of a second "suppressor" tone slightly higher in level and nearby in frequency. Consider that in the probe-alone condition (red trace in Fig. 1A ) the measured pressure at the stimulus 
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Embargoed until 3PM ET Monday publication week of frequency is a combination of both the stimulus and the emission. When the suppressor is also presented (blue trace), the interference at the probe frequency diminishes, indicating greater dominance of the stimulus. SFOAEs were extracted by comparing the complex-valued spectral response at the probe frequency between the two conditions (15) . The residual (i.e., the SFOAE) is shown in Fig. 1C . The magnitude indicates the size of the emission and the slope of the phase curve with respect to frequency reveals the delay (also called the phase-gradient delay). For owls, the probe level used was 20 dB SPL (sound pressure level), whereas for anoles it was 30 dB SPL to improve the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR).
All ears exhibited robust SFOAEs (i.e., SNR ≥20 dB over a broad frequency range), regardless of whether robust SOAE activity was detected. SFOAE magnitudes showed an irregular, but stable/repeatable, frequency pattern unique to a given ear. Mostly, but not always, SOAE peak frequencies corresponded to SFOAE maxima (e.g., Fig. 1C and Fig. S1C ). We note that rippling was sometimes apparent in the microphone response during the probe and suppressor condition (blue trace in Fig.  1A) , suggesting that the emission component was not always completely suppressed by our protocol. For the owl, SFOAE phase-gradient delays were relatively constant at ∼2 ms across frequency from 1 to 8 kHz (e.g., Figs. 1C and 2A and Fig. S6A ) but decreased slightly at higher frequencies. Delays for the anole decreased from ∼4 ms to 2 ms from 0.5 to 2.5 kHz but were relatively constant above that frequency (Fig. 2C) . For both species, we observed that localized variations in the delay were apparent. In many cases, but not always, the delay increased about SOAE peaks (e.g., Fig. 2C and Fig. S6 ), especially near larger-amplitude SOAEs. This observation is similar to that reported for humans (42) . SFOAE delays can also be plotted as the dimensionless number of stimulus periods (N SFOAE ), as in Fig. 2 A and C.
Previous studies of mammals (43, 44) and lizards (45) have indicated that SFOAE delays are directly connected to auditory frequency selectivity, as measured by single ANF tuning curves. The barn owl presents an opportunity to test this for a bird species, because ANF tuning (Q ERB , where larger Q ERB means sharper tuning; Methods) has been well characterized (29) . This interrelationship between SFOAE and neural tuning is shown in Fig. 2 A and B. Both measures (N SFOAE and Q ERB ) increase with frequency, but at differing rates. Shown in Fig. 2B , the owl's "tuning ratios" ðQ ERB =N SFOAE Þ may differ from those for mammals (43) because they exhibit a nonmonotonic bend around 6-7 kHz (although uncertainties increase at those higher frequencies). Although not explored here in detail, we note that varying the probe level (0-50 dB SPL) revealed frequency-dependent nonlinear aspects of SFOAE growth, with nonmonotonic regions of SFOAE magnitude typically corresponding to areas about pronounced SOAE activity (e.g., Fig. S7 ). SFOAE phase-gradient delays were roughly constant with respect to L p at lower levels (≤30 dB SPL) but exhibited a marked decrease above moderate levels (≥40 dB SPL; Fig. S7 ), similar to humans (46, 47) . For this reason, the tuning ratios are shown for two different probe levels in Fig. 2B . The L p = 20 dB SPL case is closer to the levels used around the tips of ANF threshold tuning curves (29) .
We now focus on another measure, the accumulation of SFOAE phase between adjacent SOAE peaks. The relationship between SFOAE phase and SOAE peak frequencies can be quantified in two different ways. First, shown in Fig. 2A (owl) and Fig. 2C (lizard) is a comparison between N SFOAE and a measure of SOAE interpeak spacing N SOAE , defined as the geometric mean frequency of an SOAE peak pair divided by their frequency separation (16) . In general, N SOAE and N SFOAE were comparable, although N SOAE were typically larger. Second, as visually motivated in Fig. 1C , the phase difference can be explicitly calculated, as shown in Fig. 3 . Accumulation (modulo one cycle) tended to cluster about integral numbers (typically one) for owls and slightly less than for anoles (compare resultant vectors in 
Embargoed until 3PM ET Monday publication week of Fig. 3), relatively independent of frequency (Fig. S8) . This accumulation effect was robust-unwrapping had negligible effect ( Fig. 3) and adding a small dither (i.e., 10-20 Hz) to the specified SOAE frequencies did not strongly affect clustering. The distributions were significantly different from a uniform one for both owls (Kolmogorov-Smirnov test; P < 0:001, D = 0:24) and anoles (P < 0:001, D = 0:3). These measures are similar to those previously observed for humans (47) . Using a one-sample t test with specified mean direction 0 (i.e., an integral number of cycles of phase accumulation) (48) , the hypothesis that the mean was different could be rejected for the owl, whereas it could not be for the anole. Using a two-sample Watson-Williams test (48), the two species' (unwrapped) distributions differ in their mean angle (P < 0:007).
Discussion
We showed here that, despite disparate inner ear morphologies, the ears of barn owls and anoles share key similarities with OAE properties of human ears. Our chief experimental finding is that there is a uniform amount of SFOAE phase accumulation between adjacent SOAE peaks (Fig. 3) . We interpret this correlation between spontaneous and evoked emissions, preserved across different vertebrate groups, as indicative of common collective dynamics at work in all ears. We propose that cochlear (i.e., wave-based) model formulations can be generalized to provide a universal thread tying together micro-and macroscopic descriptions. Thereby, these data motivate the need to develop a more comprehensive theoretical foundation to cement our understanding of the salient biomechanics and the collective role hair cells play together.
Recasting Coherent Reflection. Numerous mammalian OAE models have focused around the concept of coherent reflection (CR) (39), describing energy associated with BM traveling waves as scattered across a spatially distributed region about the wave peak, owing to an assumed inherent mechanical roughness. This linear framework has been highly successful and used as both a foundation for a "taxonomy" of OAE generation (15) and as a basis for an SOAE model that likens the mammalian cochlea to a standing wave cavity, roughly analogous to a laser (16) . That model predicted a relationship between SOAE spacing and SFOAE phase, which has been verified experimentally (16, 47) . Intriguingly, similar predictions are also made by a different class of model, which considers the inner ear as a collection of coupled nonlinear/active oscillators exhibiting nearest-neighbor coupling and ignores BM and stapes reflections (49) . The owl and lizard data presented here are consistent with these predictions (Fig. 3) , despite morphological differences. For example, although the role of BM traveling waves in the barn owl is presently unknown, such waves are not present in lizards (34, 35) . This is not to say that waves are altogether absent in lizard ears: Aside from fast compressional waves that are presumably present in the fluid, other types of waves could arise independent of the BM (13, 50) .
Given the uncertain role of traveling waves in nonmammals, do the comparative OAE interrelationships reported here support or refute coherent reflection as a mechanism tied to SOAE generation? To address this question, we argue that coupled nonlinear active oscillator frameworks (11-13) are not fundamentally different from wave-based models (17) (18) (19) 51 )-the key distinguishing feature is just the assumed form of interelement coupling. That is, wave-based and "local oscillator"-based formulations need not be orthogonal notions. We thereby propose that the basic notion of CR can be cast more universally as one of phase coherence of coupled elements. That is, the crucial notion is that of timing or, for oscillatory conditions, phase (52) . The "phase coherence" aspect describes how the individual elements (i.e., active oscillators) do or do not act together in concert (45, 53, 54), whereas the associated biomechanics of how this arises depends upon how the elements are "coupled." Such coupling, hydrodynamically or via passive supporting structures (e.g., tectorial membrane), presumably takes different forms for different morphologies.
Such a hypothesis is broadly consistent with that proposed by Shera (16) , who in referring to nonmammalian ears, stated "a slightly irregular array of tuned oscillators, all coupled together . . . to produce the large mechanical phase shifts concomitant with sharp tuning-may be all that is required for creating global resonances analogous to those evidently responsible for SOAEs in the mammalian ear." More detailed theoretical and computational study is needed to verify this hypothesis (12, 18, 50, 55, 56) , develop a rigorous definition of phase coherence (Supporting Information), connect such back to cochlear wave-based formulations (e.g., the "scattering integral" of refs. 19, 39, and 45), and clarify the role of irregularity (11, 16, 39, 51) . Additionally, further study is required to explain the observation that the mean SFOAE phase accumulation between adjacent SOAE peaks in anoles is slightly less than an integral number of cycles (Fig. 3) . We further note that whereas the present focus is the context of OAE generation, the notion of phase coherence of coupled elements is a broader biophysical principle at work in many other contexts, such as stereovillar transduction (57), neural networks (58-60), genetic dynamics (61), and molecular "electronic coherences" thought to be relevant for photosynthetic processes (62).
Entrainment Versus Suppression. A basic unresolved biophysical question is how the underlying oscillators contributing to SOAEs react to an external stimulus. Specifically, are they suppressed (i.e., forced into a quiescent state, such as "amplitude death"; e.g., ref. 63) or entrained (i.e., forced to actively oscillate at the external stimulus frequency; e.g., ref. 5)? The SFOAE measurement "suppression" paradigm (15) provides a basis for distinction. We argue that for Fig. 1A (top traces) there was entrainment of some subset of underlying oscillators to the probe (red), which essentially constitute the emission. Such a contribution (or a fraction of such) is subsequently shifted away when a nearby/higher-level suppressor tone was also present (blue). This notion is supported by the observation that the residual depends upon the suppressor: If the frequency is sufficiently far away or the level lower than that of the probe, the residual generally drops toward the noise floor. In fact, the blue traces in Fig. 1A suggest complete "suppression" was not achieved. In some rare instances, the SFOAE magnitude was larger than that 
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Relationship to Neural Responses. A remaining question to address is the nature of how the active oscillators interact with the external tone to produce an SFOAE with a significant delay. That is, what causes the characteristic interference apparent in the top traces of Fig. 1A and the phase gradients of Fig. 1C (also shown in Fig. 2 A and C) ? Additionally, the mean 0.45-kHz SOAE interpeak spacing for the owl is suggestive of a delay of ∼2.2 ms when viewed in terms of standing wave interference (also note the similarity between N SOAE and N SFOAE in Fig. 2) . One plausible explanation is tuning (45, 64) . Each underlying oscillator, regardless of whether it is entrained into an SOAE cluster or to an external tone, has both a unique characteristic frequency and selectivity (or filter width, commonly quantified via a Q-value). The more sharply tuned a given "filter" is, the slower the corresponding temporal dynamics. Put another way, the delays apparent in the SFOAEs are associated with the build-up time toward steady state of the entrained oscillators behaving in a phase-coherent fashion. Shown in Fig. 2A for owls, as previously demonstrated for a variety of mammals (43, 44) and lizards (45) , these SFOAE delays correlate well to measures of frequency selectivity at the level of the peripheral ANFs. This similarity suggests that a broader biophysical context where a phase-coherence effect relating tuning of individual elements to that of a collective group is generally insensitive to gross differences in mechanical coupling between hair cells. For the barn owl, the correlation shown in Fig. 2 A and B supports the notion that tuning can account for most of the delayed nature of SFOAEs. Our data clearly show greater delays for the lowestlevel SFOAE measurements. Thus, to optimally compare SFOAE and ANF measures (e.g., Fig. S7 ) additional study is needed to clarify phase-gradient level dependence across species and the distinction between "isoresponse" and "isolevel" measures (65). Finally, whereas SOAE suppression tuning curves match well to ANF tuning (6, 25) , SOAE interpeak spacing does not when compared broadly across species (66), motivating further study.
Methods
Measurements were made in nine owls, whose middle ear was vented (18-gauge needle penetrating through the outer skull into the middle-ear cavity) and six lizards. All animals were lightly anesthetized via injectable agents [owls: ketamine (10 mg/kg) and xylazine (3 mg/kg); lizards: sodium pentobarbital (30 mg/kg)] and body temperatures were stabilized by a heating blanket before recording (39°C for owls, ∼25°C for anoles). Animals recovered several hours after the experiment. All work was approved by the authorities of Lower Saxony, Germany (Niedersächsisches Landesamt für Verbraucherschutz und Lebensmittelsicherheit), permit number AZ 33.9-42502-04-13/1182, and by the York University Animal Care Committee (protocol no. 2012-19) .
OAE data were collected using identical stimulus paradigms for both species, similar to humans (e.g., Fig. S5 and ref. 47 ). An Etymotic ER-10C, which contained the two stimulus transducers and measurement microphone, was coupled to the meatus. SFOAEs were evoked by swept tones (41) , generally between 1 and 11 kHz, and extracted using a suppression paradigm (15, 40) . Probe levels (L p ) varied in different runs from 0 to 50 dB SPL, with a suppressor 15 dB higher in level (L s ) and 40 Hz higher in frequency. Sample rate for all data acquisition was 44.1 kHz. The SOAE spectrum in Fig. 1A was obtained by spectrally averaging 60 buffers of 32,768 points each. Spectrograms shown in Fig. 1B and Fig. S1B were made via short-time Fourier transforms, using a 4,096-point time window with sliding overlap of 97%, and then averaging for the ∼30 sweeps collected during a given SFOAE run. Because SOAE peak frequencies could vary a small amount throughout an experiment [e.g., owing to small temperature fluctuations (25)], we quantified SOAE peak frequencies from the SFOAE sweep waveforms. A 2-dB SNR criterion was used to qualify SOAE peaks, which corresponds visually to the appearance of horizontal bands in Fig. 1B . This identification scheme was further validated by examining long time waveforms (120 s) collected before or after the SFOAE run, where more spectral averaging emphasized the rippling/peak structure hinted at in Fig. 1A . Additional methodological details are similar to those described previously (15, 22) . We define two derived quantities here. First is N SFOAE , which is defined as the product of frequency and the negative of the slope of the (unwrapped) SFOAE phase versus frequency, determined using centered differences (64) . Second is N SOAE , which is the geometric mean frequency between two adjacent SOAE peaks divided by their frequency difference (16) . Fig. 2 also includes reanalysis of previously published ANF data (29) . Data were pooled from 359 units from 13 animals (not the same as those used for the OAE measurements). Neural tuning was quantified as Q ERB from previously measured frequency threshold curves as follows. For each tuning curve, the characteristic frequency (CF) was identified at the minimum decibel SPL for a given tuning curve. The area under the entire tuning curve was then integrated across frequency, after flipping the ordinate, converting to pascals, and squaring, to obtain the equivalent rectangular bandwidth (ERB). The filter quality factor is then Q ERB = CF/ERB. ACKNOWLEDGMENTS. Discussions with A. Salerno, C. Shera, S. Verhulst, and A. Zayed are gratefully acknowledged, as is administrative assistance from M. Caplan and critical input from the reviewers. This work was supported by Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft Grant CRC/TRR 31 "Active Hearing" (to C.K.) and Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (C.B.).
